
Recycling Points

Find your nearest
Recycling Point: 

Or contact:

( Recycling Helpline 08451 55 00 22
(Monday to Friday 8am to 8pm)
* waste.aware@fife.gov.uk

Printed on 100% recycled paper.

What happens to your waste? What happens to your waste?

Textiles
Most of the textiles you place in the 
banks are sorted by hand and sent to
developing countries in Africa or Eastern
Europe. The small number that cannot be
reused are recycled into cleaning rags. 

Over 70% of the world’s population uses
second hand clothes.

Paper and cardboard
Paper and cardboard is compacted and
baled by a local company, then sold for
recycling. The vast majority of paper
collected in Fife is now recycled in the
UK. Most of Fife’s paper and cardboard
is sent to England to be made into
newspapers.

Paper and cardboard makes up 23% (just
under one quarter) of all the household
waste that you throw away.

Glass bottles and jars
All the glass collected is recycled into
new bottles and jars or used as
aggregate in road building. 

The vehicle that collects glass has three
separate compartments which means that
although all glass is collected with one
vehicle the different colours don’t get
mixed together.

Food & drinks cans
and plastics

Plastics and food and drinks cans are
collected together. The mixed load is
collected in Fife for baling before being
sent to England.

Cans are then separated from the plastics
using a magnet to attract the steel. The
cans are then melted down and recycled
into new aluminium and steel products
such as new food and drinks cans. 

Recycling an aluminium can saves 
95% of the energy that it would take 
to make a brand new can.

The plastics undergo further segregation
into each type of plastic. Most of Fife’s
plastics are recycled into plastic food
containers, but can also be made into
carrier bags, garden furniture and even
fleece jackets.

Occasionally plastics are sent to the 
Far East for reprocessing due to market
demands. The products they make are
then sold back to us.
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Thank you
Thanks to your efforts Fife
Council now has one of the
highest recycling rates in
Scotland.

In 2011 we recycled 
and composted 65% of
household waste in your
area compared to only 
2% in 2002.

This helps make Fife Council
one of the best performing
councils in Scotland.



With over 360 Recycling Points in Fife recycling
your household waste has never been easier. 

Recycling Points are normally found in areas such
as supermarket and community use car parks
which means there is a Point within easy reach
for most people.

The majority of Recycling Points have bins 
(also called banks) for collecting glass, cans,
textiles and paper and cardboard.

✔ Paper 

✔ Cardboard

✔ Cardboard juice cartons 

e.g. Tetra Paks

✔ Telephone directories

✔ Magazines

✔ Clothes

✔ Towels

✔ Paired shoes

✔ Curtains 

✔ Sheets

✔ Plastic bottles

✔ Plastic food trays

✔ Polystyrene

✔ Plastic containers

✔ Plastic food wrapping

✔ Empty plastic bags

✔ Aluminium and steel cans

✔ Empty aerosol cans

✔ Clean foil and foil trays

✔ Metal lids

✔ Clear glass – white bank

✔ Brown glass – brown bank

✔ Green/blue glass – green bank
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Glass bottles 
and jars

Food and 
drink cans

Plastic
packaging

Textiles

Paper and
cardboard

Material ✔ Yes Please ✖ No Thanks Other Information

✖ Plastic carrier bags 

or cellophane

✖ Plastic wrapping

✖ Padded envelopes

✖ Sweet or crisp wrappers

✖ Polystyrene

✖ Oil stained clothes

✖ Unwashed clothing

✖ Single shoes

✖ Tights

✖ Carpets and rugs

✖ Cling film

✖ Foil lined sweet or

crisp wrappers

✖ Paint tins

✖ No other types of metal 

e.g. brass, copper

✖ Glass bottles and jars

✖ Window panes

✖ Pyrex dishes

✖ Spectacles

• Please rinse out any juice cartons
(Tetra Paks).

• Please flat pack any large boxes.
• Large amounts of cardboard can be
taken to your local Recycling Centre.

• Textile banks are various colours
including red, orange, green and
purple.

• Ripped or torn clothes can be 
recycled into new products such 
as wiping cloths.

• On most plastic packaging you 
will find a recycling symbol with 
a number 1 - 7 but even when you
cannot find the symbol it can still 
be put in the recycling bin. 

• Lids can be placed in the bank but
separate from the bottle.

• Please rinse and squash all items.
• You do not need to remove the
labels.

• Please rinse out the cans & crush
them if possible.

• You do not need to remove the
labels. 

• Please rinse out jars before
recycling them.

• Metal lids can be placed in the
orange bank.

Recycling Points

Fife Council aims to keep Recycling Points well
serviced and free of litter. If you notice that one
of the Points is not up to standard please let us
know using the contact details above.

Finding your nearest Recycling
Point has never been easier: 

Or contact:

( Recycling Helpline 08451 55 00 22
(Monday to Friday 8am to 8pm)
* waste.aware@fife.gov.uk
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